
11 Ways to Practice Your French This Summer, Even If You Don’t Speak the Language 

When we were writing our young adult romance Romeo, Juliet and Jim, we had to consider a few things: 

retelling one of Shakespeare’s most obsessed-over works as a modern-day love triangle would need to 

be approached with care, but also how would we make Romeo and Juliet French? (Like actually French 

citizens; it’s easy enough to figure out how to make them kiss with tongue.) Hopefully, that “je ne sais 

quoi’ comes through in the book, in Juliet’s easy elegant exterior and tortured romantic interior; 

Romeo’s simmering passion and Jim’s – well, Jim is an American, and that’s all we’ll say about him. 

(Read an excerpt of the book here.) And we hope, too, that you might inspired to French-ify your life this 

summer. Here are a few ways to up that “certain something” quotient that’s a French must-have.  

VISIT A SIDEWALK CAFÉ – The quintessential spot to watch the world go by in style, find a spot 

brimming with diners at wrought-iron tables and just enough foot traffic nearby – you need plenty of 

people to ignore as you read Sartre and think superior thoughts. 

LOUNGE ON THE BEACH – Volleyball? Frisbee? Mais non! To be French at the beach is very different 

from being a buoyant-mooded beach-blanket type. The ocean (or lake, pond, whatever) contains … 

OCEANS. Stare at it from behind large dark sunglasses (your swimsuit should be something non-garish 

but near-tropical -- robin’s egg blue, mint green – or better, black). If you want to approach the water, 

make sure to let sand run through your fingertips as your gaze lingers on it: While others make castles,  

“PARTICIPATE” IN GROUP TEXTS – These are an unfortunate inevitability if you’re making summer plans 

– and it’s so not-French to be the fastest responder. But it is very French to reply only in non-

abbreviated texts SANS EMOJI. And take your time… making people wait just enough only makes you 

more interesting. 

GO TO A THEME PARK – Ha! Trick tip! No theme parks. If you must, abandon your easy French style and 

dress to the nines. Show not an ounce of discomfort navigating long lines in fashion-week-worthy 

apparel and a bold lip. Let them eat funnel cake, while you opt for the more elegant hot pretzel.  

Remember your Sartre mantra, “Hell is other people.” 

LINGER IN A BOOKSTORE – Run your fingertips over the spines of classics and other works and smile to 

yourself knowing you will never know everything. Make meaningful but brief eye contact with someone 

who seems to be thinking the same thing. Have a religious experience as you flip leisurely through a 

copy of French Vogue. 

ENRICH YOURSELF AT AN ART MUSEUM  – While others work on their tans (or painstakingly work for a 

streak-free fake one), tilt your head back at a great work of art. Then tilt it to the side, then wonder if life 

is meaningless or too meaningful to bear, shrug, move on to appreciate the next great work. The glow 

you emerge with is a superior one. 

SHOP AT A FARMERS MARKET – It’s an absolute must that you don’t leave until your shopping tote (a 

stylish canvas thing, no promotional logos) is burdened with a baguette peeking over its top. Saunter 



from stand to stand, eyeballing most of the items with slight disdain. Choose one perfect apple. Leave 

for the café. 

 

ENJOY A BIKE RIDE – The Tour de France may be held in France but please, no spandex, no gear shifts, 

no absurd sweating. Your bike ride is leisurely – get a ride with a basket  (add books) that you pedal in a 

flouncy skirt and flats. Bonus points if your farmer’s market bread loaf is in a tote over your arm as you 

ride. 

ENGAGE IN PDA – If a set of lips has delighted you with intellectual thoughts (Sartre-ish, as above, 

though Baudelaire, Proust, de Beauvoir), kiss them slowly in front of a backdrop of a city skyline. The 

world turns around you two in that moment. Make the kiss deserving of the orbit.  

HAVE A PICNIC IN THE PARK – By yourself. (Unless the aforementioned PDA partner is particularly 

competent.) Unapologetically eat bread and cheese. Watch clouds laze by. Eat more bread and cheese.  

Think of childhood, lost innocence, love, the first notes to your favorite song. Don’t bring your phone.  

TELL AT LEAST ONE PERSON, “UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN.” -  

Don’t say when that will be. 

 

 


